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LONDON – Deep-sea researchers
have completed the fi�rst full-size digital
scan of the Titanic, showing the entire
wreck in unprecedented detail and clar-
ity, the companies behind a new docu-
mentary on the wreck said Thursday. 

Using two remotely operated sub-
mersibles, a team of researchers spent
six weeks last summer in the North At-
lantic mapping the whole shipwreck
and the surrounding 3-mile debris fi�eld,
where personal belongings of the ocean
liner’s passengers, such as shoes and
watches, were scattered. 

Richard Parkinson, founder and chief

executive of deep-sea exploration fi�rm
Magellan, estimated that the resulting
data – including 715,000 images – is 10
times larger than any underwater 3D
model ever attempted before. 

“It’s an absolutely one-to-one digital
copy, a ‘twin,’ of the Titanic in every de-
tail,” said Anthony Geff�en, head of docu-
mentary maker Atlantic Productions.

The Titanic was on its maiden voyage
from Southampton, England, to New
York City when it hit an iceberg off� New-
foundland in the North Atlantic on April
15, 1912. The luxury ocean liner sank
within hours, killing about 1,500 people. 

The wreck, discovered in 1985, lies
some 12,500 feet under the sea, about
435 miles off� the coast of Canada. 

Geff�en says previous images of the
Titanic were often limited by low light
levels, and only allowed viewers to see
one area of the wreck at a time. He said
the new photorealistic 3D model cap-

tures both the bow and stern section,
which had separated upon sinking, in
clear detail – including the serial num-
ber on the propeller. 

Researchers have spent seven
months rendering the large amount of
data they gathered, and a documen-
tary on the project is expected to come
out next year. But beyond that, Geff�en
says he hopes the new technology will
help researchers work out details of
how the Titanic met its fate and allow
people to interact with history in a
fresh way.

“All our assumptions about how it
sank, and a lot of the details of the Ti-
tanic, comes from speculation, be-
cause there is no model that you can
reconstruct, or work exact distances,”
he said. “This quality of the scan will
allow people in the future to walk
through the Titanic themselves.” 

The new photorealistic 3D model of the Titanic captures both the bow and stern section, which had separated upon
sinking, in clear detail – including the serial number on the propeller. PROVIDED BY ATLANTIC/MAGELLAN VIA AP

3D scan shows Titanic
shipwreck in new light
After months, researchers
create ‘one-to-one digital
copy ... in every detail’
Sylvia Hui
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In the General Assembly, lawmak-
ers who own multiple pieces of real es-
tate – including vacation homes in
Florida and New Hampshire, summer
houses in Little Compton and Narra-
gansett, investment rental properties
and undeveloped land – far outnum-
ber renters.

As Political Scene reported last
week, homeowners make up roughly
90% of the General Assembly. Out of
112 sitting lawmakers, 101 either own
homes or live in a home that is owned
by a family member. Only eight con-
fi�rmed that they rent their home.

Meanwhile, nearly 50 legislators in-
dicated in ethics fi�lings that either
they or their spouse own or have a fi�-
nancial interest in property that does
not serve as their primary residence. 

Below, you’ll fi�nd the complete list,
based on each lawmaker’s most recent
ethics disclosures and responses to an
emailed survey from Political Scene.
(Not included: Instances where legis-
lators who own businesses, such as
law fi�rms or restaurants, also own the
building, unless they explicitly indi-
cated that they rent out a portion of the
space.)

A note: In some cases, lawmakers’
ethics fi�lings do not specify whether a
piece of real estate is used as a second
home or as a rental property. Political
Scene contacted each member of the
General Assembly by email and asked
whether they are a landlord, own any
investment property or have a vaca-
tion home, but many did not respond
to the survey. 

Who in the Rhode Island House
of Representatives owns a
second home or investment
property?

h Rep. Mia Ackerman, D-Cumber-
land, said in ethics disclosures that
she owns a condominium in Pompano
Beach, Florida.

h Rep. Samuel Azzinaro, D-Wester-
ly, said in ethics disclosures that he
owns three lots in Avon Park, Florida.

h Rep. Jennifer Boylan, D-Barring-
ton, said in ethics disclosures that she
is a partial owner of a home on Nan-
tucket.

h Rep. Lauren Carson, D-Newport,
said in an email that she owns two
rental properties, both year-long
leases.

POLITICAL SCENE

Which RI
lawmakers
collect rent?
Or do any legislators 
own multiple properties?

See POLITICAL SCENE, Page 6A
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I have recently enjoyed meeting sev-
eral of the “best and the brightest” –
young men and women who give me

hope for the future.
It’s graduation season, and wearing

my Military Order of Foreign Wars cap,
I’ve been involved in the presentation of
awards to ROTC (college) and JROTC
(high school) cadets for academic, lead-
ership and military profi�ciency.

Older veterans often express worry
for the future of our military and its role
in American society. If these young peo-

ple are part of this coun-
try’s leadership a couple
of decades from now, I
think we will be in good
hands.

As part of a deep dive
on ROTC programs this
summer, I will introduce

some of those future leaders, and pro-
vide context for challenges they’ll face.
I will also address the challenges of the 

ROTC stars off�er hope for America’s future
Brown’s Rachel Huynh plans to become Army physician

See VETERANS, Page 9A
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